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17 ABSTRACT 
18 U isotope fractionation may serve as an accurate proxy for U(VI) reduction in both modern and 
19 ancient environments, if the systematic controls on magnitude of fractionation (ε) are known. We 
20 model the effect of U(VI) reduction kinetics on U isotopic fractionation during U(VI) reduction 
21 by a novel Shewanella isolate, Shewanella sp. (NR) in batch incubations. The measured ε values 
22 range from 0.96 ‰ ± 0.16 to 0.36 ‰ ± 0.07 ‰ and are strongly dependent on the U(VI) 
23 reduction rate.  The ε decreases with increasing reduction rate constants normalized by cell 
24 density and initial U(VI). Reactive transport simulations suggest that the rate dependence of ε is 
25 due to a two-step process, where diffusive transport of U(VI) from the bulk solution across a 
26 boundary layer is followed by enzymatic reduction. Our results imply that the spatial decoupling 
27 of bulk U(VI) solution and enzymatic reduction should be taken into account for interpreting U 
28 isotope data from the environment. 
29 INTRODUCTION
30 The uranium isotope ratio 238U/235U is an effective proxy for understanding microbially-
31 mediated uranium (U) reduction, which is an integral part of the global U cycling throughout 
32 geologic time. Bacterial reduction of soluble U(VI) to insoluble U(IV) leads to preferential 
33 partitioning of 238U in the U(IV) solids with lowest possible electron density configuration at the 
34 nucleus1-3. This equilibrium isotopic exchange resulting from the differences in nuclear size and 
35 shape is described in the literature as a nuclear volume effect (NVE)4,5. However, it is not clear 
36 how and at which rate the exchange occurs during kinetically controlled and irreversible 
37 microbial reduction. With continued bacterial reduction, the residual aqueous U(VI) becomes 
38 progressively enriched in 235U. Direct measurement of 238U/235U permits the quantification of U 
39 cycling in both modern and ancient environments such as contaminated aquifers6,7 and the rock 
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40 record8, but this is predicated on a robust understanding of the factors that control the magnitude 
41 of U isotopic fractionation during microbial U(VI) reduction. 
42 The magnitude of U isotope fractionation caused by bacterial U(VI) reduction is variable. 
43 Generally, it is expressed as the enrichment factor ε (ε (‰) = 1000*(α−1); α = (Rinstantaneous U(IV) 
44 product /RU(VI)) where R is 238U/235U). A field-scale biostimulation of a U(VI) contaminated aquifer 
45 at Rifle, CO, USA, has yielded an apparent fractionation (as ε) of 0.46‰9. Laboratory batch 
46 incubations with a diverse group of bacteria have revealed a range of ε from 0.7‰ to 1.0‰1. 
47 Subsequent experimental work has reported a similar range for batch incubations with single 
48 strains2,3. The large variability of ε translates to large uncertainties in determining the fraction of 
49 reduction of toxic U(VI) in contaminated aquifers9-11 or the extent of anoxia in ancient oceans12, 
50 which makes the interpretation of the environmental U isotope data equivocal. To date, the 
51 origins and nature of variability of ε for microbial U(VI) reduction has not been fully explored. 
52 For similar redox-active elements like S and N, however, the variation of ε is systematically 
53 controlled by the rate of microbial sulfate and nitrate reduction (e.g. ref. 13,14). 
54 The key role of bacterial physiology in controlling the S isotopic fractionation by sulfate 
55 reducers is well understood13,15,16. One crucial factor that controls the S isotope fractionation is 
56 the balance between the rate of sulfate delivery into the cell and the rate of sulfate reduction in 
57 the cell13,17. The fractionation is maximized when the transport of sulfate into the cell is 
58 unlimited and the electron donor supply is limited leading to slow reduction13. In contrast, when 
59 the supply of sulfate is low relative to the supply of the electrons such that the supplied sulfate is 
60 rapidly, and nearly quantitatively, reduced, the S isotopic fractionation diminishes to zero. The 
61 balance between the reduction rate and supply of sulfate depends on the components of 
62 enzymatic reaction machinery and the electron transport chain. Similarly, we expect that 
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63 microbial U isotopic fractionation may be influenced by the rate of U(VI) reduction relative to 
64 the rate of U(VI) supply, despite differences in mechanisms of U(VI) reduction and cellular 
65 transport of U(VI). 
66 Bacterial strains from the Shewanella genera are particularly well-studied for their U(VI) 
67 reduction ability, which has generally been attributed to membrane-associated enzymes –c-type 
68 cytochromes associated with the outer membrane or the periplasmic space18-22. Consequently, the 
69 U(IV) reaction products are observed to form outside the cell, on the cell membrane and in the 
70 periplasmic space in several Shewanella species21,23. Therefore, the localization of U(VI) 
71 reduction in the vicinity of the outer-membrane or periplasmic enzymes may influence the 
72 balance between the U(VI) delivery and reduction rate. 
73 Here we demonstrate the effect of variable U(VI) reduction rates on the magnitude of isotopic 
74 fractionation in batch incubation experiments with Shewanella sp. (NR). We varied the initial 
75 U(VI) concentration while keeping other parameters (e.g. electron donor concentration, cell 
76 density) the same and we determined the magnitude of isotopic fractionation. We propose a two-
77 step mechanistic model of U isotopic fractionation with diffusive delivery of aqueous U(VI) 
78 followed by enzymatic U(VI) reduction. In this model, we consider a diffusive boundary layer 
79 surrounding the cell separating a region of enzymatic reduction from the bulk U(VI) solution. 
80 We test this conceptual model by reactive transport simulations of U(VI) reduction by 
81 Shewanella sp. (NR) to demonstrate the role of reaction kinetics in controlling the overall 
82 isotopic fractionation. 
83 METHODS
84 Media for Bacterial Cultures and U(VI) Incubations  
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85 Shewanella sp. (NR) cultures were grown anaerobically in 80-100 mL batch cultures at 30°C 
86 using a mineral-salt media described in ref. 1. Briefly, the medium contained 200 μM phosphate 
87 and 10 mM of HCO3- buffer with a final pH of 7.2. The cultures were grown on 2.5 mM lactate 
88 as electron donor and 1 mM NO3- as electron acceptor. The medium for U(VI) incubation 
89 experiments was identical to the growth medium except that the phosphate concentration was 
90 lowered to 20 μM to avoid abiotic U(VI)-phosphate precipitation. All reductants, vitamin 
91 solution and resazurin were omitted from both growth and test medium. 
92 U(VI) Incubation Experiments
93 A uranyl carbonate solution in 100 mM NaHCO3, prepared from Uranium (normal) metal 
94 CRM 112-A, was routinely used as U(VI) stock solution for desired initial U(VI) concentration 
95 in our experiments1. Each experiment was conducted in duplicate. A ~10 mL inoculum (10% 
96 v/v) of pre-grown Shewanella sp. (NR) was used for each experiment. The density of the 
97 microbial population in each reactor and the inoculum was quantified using a LSR II (BD 
98 Biosciences) flow cytometry analyzer. Abiotic control experiments with the test medium, the 
99 U(VI) bicarbonate solution and no bacteria were conducted for selected initial U(VI) 
100 concentrations. All reactors were supplemented with 500 μM of lactate as the electron donor. 
101 During the course of the experiments, all reactors were incubated at 30°C in the dark, shaken 
102 constantly at 125 rpm. Each reactor was sampled for U(VI) concentrations and U isotopes at 
103 regular intervals. The samples were filtered using 0.2 μm filters and stored at 4°C prior to 
104 analyses. 
105 U Concentration and Isotope Measurements 
106 For isotopic analysis, we used a 233U + 236U double isotope spike technique to correct for any 
107 isotopic fractionation arising from sample purification or mass bias of the instrument during 
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108 mass-spectrometry. An aliquot of double isotope spike solution, composed of 236U and 233U, was 
109 added to each sample prior to sample purification by UTEVA resin 1,6,7,9,24,25. Reported U(VI) 
110 concentrations were determined from isotope dilution calculations using measurements of spike 
111 isotopes and natural U isotopes in the samples. The δ238U values were measured using a Nu 
112 Plasma HR MC-ICP-MS. The precision of the isotopic measurements was 0.07‰, determined 
113 using a modified root mean square calculation26 for 9 pairs of full procedural duplicate sample 
114 preparations. The relationship between isotopic composition and concentration from each set of 
115 U(VI) incubations was determined using a Rayleigh distillation equation





117 where  and are the initial concentration and isotopic composition of U(VI),  and are  𝑐0 𝛿0 𝑐𝑡 𝛿𝑡
118 the concentration and isotopic composition at time t, and  is the isotopic fractionation factor. 𝛼
119 The  values were calculated from the slope of the best fit line from linearized plots of 𝛼 ln(𝛿238
120  vs. 27. The uncertainties of ε (2*standard error) were derived from the 𝑈 + 1000‰) ln(𝑐𝑡)
121 uncertainties of the slopes from data scatter about the best-fit lines using linear estimation 
122 method. 
123 For experiments with early rapid U(VI) reduction, the sample taken a few minutes into each 
124 experiment is used as the effective starting point for δ238U and U(VI) concentration (see SI for 
125 more details). We also exclude some data from time points close to the completion of the 
126 reduction (e.g. >88% reduction for the experiment with U(VI)t=0 = 18.2 µM) from our isotopic 
127 analysis. These data points are aberrantly shifted towards isotopically heavier values, which may 
128 be attributed to the contamination of the dissolved U(VI) solution by very fine U(IV) particles 
129 that later oxidize to U(VI).
130 Characterization of U(IV) precipitates
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131 Solid-phase associated U in the reactors was separated using a 0.2 µm filter and analyzed using 
132 Uranium LIII-edge X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) at the MRCAT/EnviroCAT 
133 beamline, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. The details of the analysis 
134 can be found in ref. 28 .
135 Reactive transport modeling
136 A series of reactive transport model simulations using TOUGHREACT V329 in combination 
137 with the EQ3/6 thermodynamic database30 as well as uraninite solubility data taken from ref. 31 is 
138 performed to simulate U(VI) reduction and associated U isotopic fractionation. TOUGHREACT 
139 has been widely applied to evaluate isotopic fractionation coupled to water-rock interaction and 
140 biogeochemical processes in a variety of subsurface environments and laboratory 
141 experiments32,33. Furthermore, the TOUGHREACT approach for simulating isotopic 
142 fractionation coupled to redox reactions has been recently benchmarked34.
143 Conceptual Model 
144 Our simplified conceptual model considers that cells are surrounded by boundary layers with 
145 U(VI) concentrations lower than those in the bulk solution (Fig. 1). Consequently, for our 
146 simulations we assume that U(VI) reduction occurs as a two-step process with (i) diffusive U(VI) 
147 transport through boundary layers and (ii) enzymatic U(VI) reduction at the cell surface or within 
148 the periplasmic space. A similar conceptual approach was successfully used by ref.32 to 
149 demonstrate that Cr isotopic fractionation inherited from Cr(VI) reduction is muted if the 
150 reduction rate is high and/or diffusive transport is slow.
151 Model Setup 
152 U(VI) reduction and associated U isotopic fractionation is simulated for a static batch reactor 
153 with no flow. A multi-region approach35 is used to numerically formulate the conceptual model 
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154 (Fig. 1). To do so, the batch reactor is discretized into three different regions: (i) a bulk region 
155 corresponding to the U(VI) solution that is continuously sampled during the experiment, (ii) an 
156 enzyme region with enzymatic U(VI) reduction and (iii) a boundary region separating the 
157 previous two. 
158 The physical parameters defined for the three regions are listed in Table S2 (Supporting 
159 Information). The simulations are performed for a model volume of 100 mL similar to that of the 
160 experiments. The volumes of the individual regions and mutual interfaces are defined assuming a 
161 cell density of 107 cells/mL, which is the average cell density of our experiments; a cuboid shape 
162 of Shewanella with a diameter of 0.6 μm and length of 3.4 μm36; and a boundary layer thickness 
163 of 20 nm. Although 20 nm approximately corresponds to the thickness of the entire Gram 
164 negative membrane of Shewanella37, we aim to simulate a general case where the location of 
165 U(VI) reduction is physically separated from the bulk U(VI) solution. 
166 The cell density is kept constant during our simulations, meaning that we do not simulate 
167 microbial growth occurring in our experiments. The diffusive flux of U(VI) (JD) through the 
168 individual regions of our model (Fig. 1) is calculated according to





170 where  refers to the diffusion coefficient of aqueous species,  (m2) is the interfacial area 𝐷𝑎𝑞 𝐴
171 between two adjacent regions,  refers to the U(VI) concentration gradient across a region 
𝑑𝐶
𝑑𝑥
172 (mol/kgH2O/m),  and  refer to the distances from the centers of two adjacent regions to their 𝑑1 𝑑2
173 mutual interface (Fig. 1),  is the tortuosity, and  is the porosity, which was set to 0.99. For the 𝜏 𝜙
174 simulations it was assumed that the bulk region is fully mixed because the experiments were 
175 continuously stirred. Accordingly, the tortuosity of the bulk region was set to a very high value 
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176 of 108. A value of 108 was also defined for the 1 nm thick enzyme region because we assume that 
177 U(VI) is not further diffusively transported once it reaches a particular enzyme.
178 Reaction network
179  U(VI) reduction to U(IV) was assumed to occur exclusively within the enzyme region of our 
180 model (Fig. 1). It was simulated as a kinetic reaction with lactate (C3H5O3-) under the production 
181 of HCO3- and acetate (C2H3O2-) assuming that U(IV) immediately precipitates as uraninite 
182 (UO2(s)). To simulate the fate of 238U and 235U, U(VI) reduction was defined for the two 
183 dominating U(VI) and U(IV) isotopologues:
184 0.5 C3H5O3- + (235UO2)2+ + H2O = 235UO2(s) + 0.5 HCO3- + 0.5 C2H3O2- + 2.5 H+(3)
185 0.5 C3H5O3- + (238UO2)2+ + H2O = 238UO2(s) + 0.5 HCO3- + 0.5 C2H3O2-+ 2.5 H+ (4)
186 235UO2(s) and 238UO2(s) are defined as endmembers of an ideal uraninite solid solution with an 
187 overall precipitation rate ssr (mol kgH2O-1 s-1) corresponding to the sum of the precipitation rate of 
188 the two endmembers (235UO2(s)r and 238UO2(s)r)
189
ss r 
235UO2 ( s ) r 
238UO2 ( s ) r (5)
190 The precipitation rate for the 235UO2(s) and 238UO2(s) endmembers is calculated according to a 
191 transition state theory type rate law
192
235UO2 ( s ) r  A  k 1
Q235UO2 ( s )








 kUO2 ( s )  A x 235UO2 ( s ) 1 
(6)
193
238UO2 ( s ) r  A  k 1
Q238UO2 ( s )








 kUO2 ( s )  A x238UO2 ( s ) 1 
(7)
194 where A (m2mineral/kgH2O) and kUO2(s) (mol kgH2O−1 m−2 s−1) refer to the reactive surface area and 
195 the reaction rate constant of the solid solution, respectively (Table S3), Q235UO2(s) and Q238UO2(s) 
196 are the ion activity products of reactions 3 and 4, K235UO2(s) and K238UO2(s) refer to the 
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197 corresponding equilibrium constants (Table S3), and x235UO2(s) and x238UO2(s) are the mole 
198 fractions of the precipitating end-members. To ensure that the volume ratio of these endmembers 
199 reflect the fluid composition, x235UO2(s) and x238UO2(s) are calculated according to 
200
x235UO2 ( s ) 
Q235UO2 ( s ) / K 235UO2 ( s )
Q235UO2 ( s ) / K 235UO2 ( s ) Q238UO2 ( s ) / K 238UO2 ( s ) (8)
201
202
x238UO2 ( s ) 
Q238UO2 ( s ) / K 238UO2 ( s )
Q235UO2 ( s ) / K 235UO2 ( s )  Q238UO2 ( s ) / K 238UO2 ( s ) (9)
203 By setting K238UO2(s)/K235UO2(s) = 1.001 and by using a constant reactive surface area A and a 
204 reaction rate constant kUO2(s) (eqs. (6) and (7)) we run our simulations with an intrinsic 
205 equilibrium ε of 1.0‰ (Table S3). 
206 Initial conditions
207 The chemical composition initially specified for the three regions of the model (Fig. 1) as well as 
208 the variation of the uraninite reaction rate constant with decreasing U(VI)t=0 are listed in Tables 
209 S4 and S5.
210 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
211 U concentration and Isotopic measurements
212 The U(VI) concentrations and 238U measured at regular time intervals in batch incubations are 
213 shown in Fig. 2. No significant U(VI) removal in control experiments indicates that the test 
214 medium does not abiotically reduce U(VI). The X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure 
215 (XANES) analysis of the solid reaction products from the experiments confirms that ~90% of the 
216 U is reduced to U(IV) (Fig. 3). A first order kinetic model reasonably fits the U(VI) 
217 concentration data from each reactor, except for the latest time points. The half-lives of U(VI) 
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218 (t1/2 = ln(2)/k, k = first-order rate constant) range from 15 h to 45 h. The normalized first-order 
219 rate constants [knorm, defined as kfirstorder/(cell density * U(VI)t=0)] vary from 0.0008 to 0.007 h-
220 1cells-1mol-1 and decrease linearly with increasing initial U(VI) concentration (r2=0.762, Fig. S1).
221 The δ238U values of the aqueous U(VI) decreased steadily relative to the starting δ238U 
222 composition (~0.0‰) to a minimum of 1.52‰ after 67% reduction (Fig. 2, Table S1). The ε 
223 values are determined by fitting the data from each reactor to a Rayleigh distillation model. For 
224 each experiment, a single ε fits all data from duplicate experiments. The resulting ε values vary 
225 from 0.36‰ to 0.96‰ (Fig. 2, Table S1) and decrease linearly with increasing knorm (r2=0.789, 
226 Fig. 4), meaning that slower U(VI) reduction yields stronger isotopic fractionation. The 
227 uncertainties (2σ) of ε values of the duplicate experiments combined range from ±0.07 to 
228 ±0.16‰.  
229 Reactive transport modeling results
230 The first simulation is performed for an initial U(VI) concentration (238U(VI) + 235U(VI)) of 18 
231 µM while the initial δ238U value is set to 0.0‰ according to the starting δ238U of U(VI). An 
232 intrinsic ε of 1.0‰ is defined for enzymatic U(VI) reduction, which roughly corresponds to the 
233 maximum ε observed in our experiments. The chemical composition initially specified for the 
234 three regions of the model is given in Table S4. The diffusion coefficients for 235U(VI), 238U(VI), 
235 and all other aqueous species are set to 10-9 m2 s-1. A good match between experimental data and 
236 simulation results is achieved by numerically calibrating the rate constant of the specified U(VI) 
237 reduction reaction and the tortuosity of the boundary layer (Fig. 5, 6).
238 After calibrating the model, simulations are run for initial U(VI) concentrations of 15, 10, and 
239 5 µM. The reaction rate constants for computing U(VI) reduction are adjusted according to the 
240 correlation observed between knorm and the initial U(VI) concentration (Fig. S1). All other 
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241 parameters are kept the same as in the simulations performed for U(VI)t=0 =18 µM. For all initial 
242 U(VI) concentrations, δ238U decreases with progressive U(VI) reduction. When plotted against 
243 the fraction of reduction (ln(f)), simulated δ238U values in the bulk region plot on perfectly 
244 straight lines (r2=1) (Fig. 7). This demonstrates that U isotopic fractionation during U(VI) 
245 reduction follows a Rayleigh type distillation with an effective ε that varies between the 
246 simulations despite defining a constant input ε of 1.0‰. Therefore, a Rayleigh type model is 
247 applied to calculate the effective ε for all our simulations, which corresponds to the slope of the 
248 best-fit lines on δ238U vs. ln(f) plots. The ε derived from the simulations also decreases with 
249 increasing knorm and matches very well with the ε derived from the experimental data (Fig. 4).
250 Rate dependence of U Isotopic fractionation 
251 Similar to microbial S or N isotopic fractionation, the dependence of U isotopic fractionation 
252 on U(VI) reduction rate suggests a diffusive barrier between the reaction site and the bulk U(VI) 
253 pool. The diffusive barriers may arise from surface coatings of extracellular polymeric 
254 substances (EPS) enveloping the cell38-40 or from the cell membrane if a substantial portion of 
255 reduction is intracellular (i.e. occurring in periplasmic space)21. Therefore, we hypothesize that 
256 the site of U(VI) reduction is isolated from the bulk U(VI) solution by a diffusive boundary layer 
257 around the cells, impacting the overall “effective” U isotopic fractionation. The generally good 
258 reproduction of observed fractionation factors (Fig. 4) as a function of reaction rate by our 
259 reactive transport simulations provides support for this hypothesis, as we discuss below.
260 In our models, the concentration difference of U(VI) across the diffusive boundary layer 
261 causes U(VI) to diffuse across the barrier. Due to reduction, the U(VI) concentration is lower in 
262 the enzyme region and diffusion of U(VI) always occurs from the bulk to the enzyme region.  
263 Because the diffusive transport step involves no changes in redox state of U, it does not 
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264 significantly discriminate between its isotopologues (i.e. 238U(VI) and 235U(VI)) and causes very 
265 small isotopic fractionation. It simply controls the availability of the U pool to the reduction step. 
266 Therefore, the balance between the kinetics of the diffusion step and the reduction step becomes 
267 very important and controls the overall isotopic fractionation. To further discuss this balance, we 
268 use two endmember scenarios as examples.
269 First, consider an endmember case of a very rapid enzymatic reduction. Here, diffusion of 
270 U(VI) through the boundary layer is the rate-limiting step of all the steps involved in the U(VI) 
271 reduction process. The concentrations of both 238U(VI) and 235U(VI) in the remaining U(VI) 
272 around the enzyme quickly approach zero. As a consequence, a strong U(VI) concentration 
273 gradient develops across the boundary layer and the ratio of the concentration gradients for 
274 238U(VI) and 235U(VI) across the diffusive boundary is close to the 238U(VI)/235U(VI) ratio in the 
275 bulk region. Thus, only minor discrimination between 238U and 235U occurs during further 
276 diffusive transport. Outside the boundary layer, the 238U(VI)/235U(VI) in the bulk region remains 
277 similar to that of the starting U(VI), and only minor effective isotopic fractionation occurs 
278 compared to the intrinsic equilibrium ε of ~1‰ caused by the NVE4,5. In the second endmember 
279 case of extremely slow reduction, diffusion of U(VI) becomes much faster than reduction 
280 causing the boundary layer to disappear. As a consequence, the overall isotopic fractionation 
281 approaches intrinsic fractionation. 
282 In between these endmember cases where diffusion is not fully rate-limiting, slow enzymatic 
283 reduction results in accumulation of remaining U(VI) reactant at the inside end of the diffusive 
284 boundary layer with an 235U enrichment determined by the intrinsic ε for the reduction. Thus, the 
285 overall U(VI) concentration gradient across the boundary layer is less pronounced than in the 
286 first endmember case and the ratio of the concentration gradients for 238U(VI) and 235U(VI) 
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287 deviates from that in the initial bulk U(VI). This, in turn, causes a relatively enhanced diffusion 
288 of 238U(VI) across the boundary layer. In these scenarios, the reduction of U(VI) on the inside 
289 end of the diffusive boundary layer will generate an effective isotopic fractionation in the bulk 
290 U(VI) that is smaller than the intrinsic equilibrium ε of ~1‰ caused by NVE. Here, the deviation 
291 from the intrinsic ε depends on the reduction rate. 
292 Eventually, this coupled kinetic-diffusive effect causes a discrimination of U isotopes during 
293 diffusive transport across the boundary layer and hence observable U isotopic fractionation in the 
294 bulk region, despite the fact that the diffusivities (i.e. diffusion coefficients) of 238U(VI) and 
295 235U(VI) differ only very slightly. For an additional verification of the consistency of our 
296 simulations, the proposed diffusion induced fractionation (δ238Udiff) can be quantified as
297











298 where Rgradient refers to the simulated 238U(VI)/235U(VI) ratio of the net diffusive flux  across 
299 the diffusive boundary (Rgradient = (d238U(VI)/dx)/ (d235U(VI)/dx), with dx = 20 nm, Fig. 1), and 
300 Rbulk refers to the computed 238U(VI)/235U(VI) concentration ratio in the bulk region. Physically, 
301 δ238Udiff corresponds to the theoretical U isotopic ratio of the net U(VI) diffusive flux entering 
302 the cell, after having been diffusively transported across the boundary layer and right before the 
303 U(VI) reduction step takes place at the enzyme. The computed δ238Udiff values are higher than the 
304 simulated δ238U values in the bulk region, and plot on Rayleigh distillation models with effective 
305 enrichment factors that are almost identical to the ε derived from the simulated 238U(VI) and 
306 235U(VI) concentrations in the bulk region (shown by the dotted line, Fig. 7). This verifies that 
307 the observed and simulated variation in ε (Fig. 2, 7) is mainly due to a preferred diffusion 
308 induced fractionation of 238U(VI) across the boundary layer. 
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309 A similar weakening of isotopic fractionation, sometimes described as reservoir effect, has 
310 been reported for reduction Se(VI) in sediments of littoral wetland10. This phenomenon arising 
311 from diffusive limitations within isolated zones of Se(VI) reduction in sediments lowers the 
312 effective ε observed in Se(VI) in overlying water as a function of the distance across which 
313 Se(VI) diffuses to the reaction sites. Although the conceptual approach is similar with regards to 
314 the isolation of reaction sites in the enzyme region, our data can be explained by a diffusion 
315 induced fractionation of U isotopes as described above. Furthermore, in our model we vary the 
316 U(VI) reduction rate while keeping the length of the diffusive boundary the same. Note that there 
317 is no to back diffusion of 235U enriched U(VI) from the enzyme to the bulk region, which would 
318 have to occur against the U concentration gradient. Our results identify U(VI) reaction rate as a 
319 crucial factor that controls the effective ε measured in the bulk region.
320 It is possible to invoke the sequestration of U as U(VI) via adsorption on the cells or as U(VI) 
321 solid phases inside the cell prior to reduction as an alternative reaction mechanism that may 
322 explain our observations of muted isotopic fractionation from Shewanella sp. (NR) experiments. 
323 U(VI) removal from the solution via adsorption, however, preferentially removes 235U41,43, which 
324 is inconsistent with our data (Fig. 2). Moreover, the adsorption of U(VI) on microbial cells is 
325 unlikely to be the major U removal mechanism due to presence of U(VI)-complexing anions (1 
326 mM Ca, 10 mM HCO3-) and low cell density (~107 cells/mL or less) in all of our experiments. 
327 Finally, the first order kinetics of U(VI) removal throughout the course of all experiments 
328 suggest a single removal mechanism, which is identified as reduction by the XANES data. Even 
329 if some of the U(VI) is adsorbed onto the cell at some point in its journey from bulk solution 
330 across the boundary layer, any isotopic fractionation in the opposite direction (i.e., 238U 
331 enrichment in bulk U(VI)) during this sorption does not affect our interpretation because of the 
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332 following reason. Manifestation of U isotopic fractionation in the dissolved U(VI) requires an 
333 exchange between U(VI) and U(IV) via reversible weak sorption of U(VI)24, so eventual 
334 desorption reverses any isotopic fractionation caused by sorption of U(VI). Therefore, we 
335 conclude that such a sorption effect is likely negligible. 
336 Based on our results, U isotopic fractionation should be influenced by both the rate and the 
337 mechanism of U(VI) reduction. Our conceptual model of a diffusive boundary layer around the 
338 bacterial cells and simulation results successfully explain how the rate of U(VI) reduction 
339 controls U isotopic fractionation during microbial U(VI) reduction. It should be noted that our 
340 model does not consider the role of the reduction mechanism in influencing the U isotopic 
341 fractionation. The mechanism of U(VI) reduction is likely to vary with reductants with varying 
342 electron donating capacity, bonding environment and consequent changes in free energy of the 
343 reaction. Previous studies have extended Marcus theory to show that the kinetic isotopic 
344 fractionation during redox reactions is related to both reaction kinetics and the vibrational energy 
345 differences between reactants and products and thus reaction mechanism and equilibrium 
346 fractionation factors43,44. According to Marcus theory, the logarithm of the rate constant of redox 
347 reactions ( ) varies linearly with the free energy change of the reaction ( ) 43-48. This ln (𝑘) ∆𝐺0𝑟
348 means that thermodynamically more favorable reactions at higher Gr° are faster and have lower ∆
349 activation energy differences between two isotopologues, which should yield smaller 
350 fractionation. In future studies, the idea of integrating both the kinetics of electron transfer and 
351 equilibrium exchange should be considered to explain overall observed U isotope fractionation48 
352 in addition to the presence of diffusive boundary layers as we have discussed above. Moreover, it 
353 could be assessed whether a coupled kinetic-equilibrium effect as derived from Marcus theory is 
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354 responsible for observing an equilibrium nuclear volume effect (preference of 238U in U(IV)) 
355 also in kinetically controlled U(VI) reduction experiments such as in the present study.
356 Environmental Implications
357 Our rate dependent model of microbial U isotope fractionation may be used to interpret 
358 environmental U isotope data from a range of settings based on variable abundance of organic 
359 matter or electron donors. Our model predicts a small and perhaps variable effective 
360 fractionation during active bioremediation experiments where the amended organic carbon 
361 enhances the U(VI) reduction rate9,49. For instance, this is consistent with a rather low effective  
362 of 0.46‰ reported for an early stage of the Rifle biostimulation experiment9. A recent and more 
363 detailed study with a richer dataset at the same site has reported effective  ranging from 0.65‰ 
364 to 0.85‰ with changing acetate concentrations (4–15 mM) and hence variable U(VI) reduction 
365 rates25. Although the correlation between reported  and U(VI) reduction rate is not perfect 
366 because the field experiment is far more complex than a well-mixed batch reactor, this study 
367 confirms that U isotopic fractionation does indeed vary at the field-scale when U(VI) reduction 
368 rates are changing. In contrast, in natural situations like marine and terrestrial sediments with low 
369 organic carbon contents, a slow U(VI) reduction rate should produce a larger fractionation 
370 approaching a theoretical NVE value of ~1‰4,5. For example, at Smith Ranch-Highlands roll-
371 front deposits, with sub-micromolar dissolved U(VI)5 and generally low organic C content of the 
372 host sediments50, as well as the lack of a sharp redox gradient evident from a microbial 
373 community with diverse and competing metabolism51, U(VI) reduction is likely slow. This is 
374 consistent with a rather high effective  value of 0.8‰ inferred from variations in the 238U of 
375 groundwater at the Smith Ranch-Highlands U mine7 where a significant fraction of the U(VI) 
376 reduction is proposed to be microbially mediated51,52. The agreement between the fractionation 
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377 regime suggested by our model at high and low U(VI) reduction rates and the observed ε from 
378 the field sites with high and low U(VI) reduction rate demonstrate a systematic relationship 
379 between knorm and ε that may be extended to a wider range of natural settings. If either ε or U(VI) 
380 reduction rate is directly measured, the systematic relationship may be used to predict the other 
381 one. Therefore, direct measurements of U isotope ratios provide a way to quantify U(VI) 
382 reduction rate, which is particularly difficult to quantify in modern open systems or in the past 
383 environments from the rock record. 
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578 Figure 1. Conceptual model to simulate U(VI) reduction and associated U isotopic fractionation. 
579 The model assumes that U(VI) reduction occurs as a two-step process with (i) diffusive U(VI) 
580 transport (JD) from the bulk solution (bulk region) to an active site where (ii) enzymatic U(VI) 
581 reduction is occurring (enzyme region), which may be at the cell surface or within the 
582 periplasmic space. d1 and d2 refer to the distances from the centers of two adjacent regions to 
583 their mutual interface (Table S2).
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586 Figure 2. The left panel shows U(VI) concentration decrease during incubations with 
587 Shewanella sp. (NR) for U(VI) concentrations a) ~18.2 µM c) ~12.48 µM  e) ~9.04 µM g) ~5.54 




592 Figure 3. U LIII-edge XANES spectrum from the solid phase of incubations with Shewanella sp. 
593 (NR) (line), compared to U(VI) and U(IV) standards (symbols). The spectrum overlies the U(IV) 
594 standard, indicating the predominance of U(IV) species in the sample. The standards are (1) 
595 aqueous U(VI)-carbonate species and (2) solid-phase U(IV)-phosphate species produced during 
596 U(VI) reduction by Desulfitobacterium spp. More information on these standards can be found in 
597 ref. 28.
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598
599 Figure 4 . Correlations in the U(VI) reduction experiments with Shewanella sp. (NR): Isotopic 
600 fractionation ε vs. normalized rate constant. Also shown are the isotopic fractionation obtained 
601 when running the model with different rate constants for different initial U(VI) concentrations 
602 and hence variable rate constants.
603
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604
605 Figure 5. U(VI) concentration as a function of time obtained for an initial U(VI) concentration 
606 of ~18 μM and corresponding simulation results (bulk region) illustrating successful calibration 
607 of the model. 
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610 Figure 6. Relative δ238U changes (Δ(δ238U)t=0) as a function of the natural logarithm of the 
611 remaining U(VI) fraction f obtained for an initial U(VI) concentration of ~18 μM and 
612 corresponding simulation results (bulk region) illustrating successful model calibration.
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613
614 Figure 7. Model results (bulk region) for varying initial U(VI) concentrations. δ238U values 
615 obtained for the bulk region are plotted as a function of the natural logarithm of the remaining 
616 U(VI) fraction f. All the simulations plot on perfectly straight lines (r2=1), demonstrating that the 
617 simulation results follow a Rayleigh type fractionation model with a specific effective epsilon, 
618 which is expressed by the corresponding slope. For the simulation with a starting U(VI) 
619 concentration of 5 M, 238Udiff (eq.(1)) is shown as well to demonstrate that diffusion induced 
620 fractionation causes enrichment of 238U(VI) across the boundary layer (238Udiff > 238Ubulk) and 
621 that the corresponding epsilon is equal to the one obtained from the evolution of 238U in the bulk 
622 solution. 
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